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All surnames of Committee members can be found in the HP Wikia page. Thursday, August 28th, â€” 9: He
had been going over his plans in his head for the meeting with the Free Use Committee ever, ever since
Amelia and Dora had left his office. Thinking about my meeting with the Committee. He jumped out of his
chair and grabbed the formal robes he had brought with him, for this occasion, from the coat-stand nearby. He
removed his Auror robes, placed them on the coat-stand, then put on his formal robes. James playfully glared
at Sirius. James nodded lightly, then left the office. Five minutes later, he was standing inside the Free Use
Office. He walked to the reception desk where he found the same witch he had met on Tuesday. Follow me to
the meeting room. The witch opened it, and led James inside. The room they entered was long and narrow,
with a long dining-style table down the middle, and chairs placed around it. The members of the Free Use
Committee were all seated around it. However, James noticed that four seats were empty, though one may
have been meant for him. Please do come in. James sat down in the instructed seat, next to a witch he found
vaguely familiar. One was unfortunately murdered during the Riots â€” Lord Victor Vane â€” and the other
two were fired from the Ministry yesterday during the trials. You may have recognized me from the
Wizengamot Council. I am on the Neutral Alliance. Please, everyone, introduce yourselves. I am sure you
have heard of my son: Because it personally affects my son, I expected a letter about this new law to have
been sent to me via owl post in the days after its creation. I am, of course, talking about the law that affects
male-oriented Metamorphmagi who are capable of cross-gender Morphing into a female form. The letter
stated that the law requires my son to be in his female form twice a week â€” and one of those days each week
must be during the weekdays, when he has to go to class. The first was who was suggested this law? He never
said who it was. Montgomery looked at Elizabeth Stump, one of the Committee members. As you are the
usual record-keeper here. He is, as far as I know, the only male-oriented Metamorph student in Hogwarts.
Therefore, I have a reason to believe he was specifically targeted for this law. Unfortunately he is dead. It
requires him, as a girl, to lay down with wizards. Lord Vane had a daughter, who also died during the Riots.
How would he or his daughter benefit from such a law? Someone could place the school Healer under an
Imperius Curse, controlling her to give my son a placebo. On the other hand, my son and daughter have a
theory of their own. Need I remind you that the Free Use Experience was created to test compatibility between
a teenage witch and wizard fourteen years and older? Polygamy is legal in our society, Lord Potter. Or are you
â€” and your son â€” so set upon his chosen gender orientation, that he believes he should never do his part, as
a witch capable of pregnancy and childbirth, to strengthen our numbers? Four years of finding his
compatibility with his fellow students - witches and wizards. He called it the embarrassment theory. He says
the Committee voted to pass the law, because they â€” you â€” wanted to embarrass my son. Harm is
self-worth, and self-confidence, by forcing him to be a female and lay down for wizards. All participants in the
Experience are volunteers. Your son could choose to back out of the Experience. Sure, it would harm his
reputation. But that is the punishment society gives those who do not volunteer to do their part in it. We, as a
Committee did not create that punishment. When Lord Vane informed us that male-oriented Metamorphs were
capable of cross-gender Morphing, we all saw as more sources of strengthening our society, as another witch
capable of bringing forth a magical child into our society. Just because your son is personally affected by this,
does not mean he is personally targeted. It is true, however, that we do not know who was the actual voice
behind the law, who suggested Lord Vane to discuss it with us. As he is dead, we may never know. You see,
he offered to personally pen the letter himself and send it to you. But first he decided to go to Albus
Dumbledore. I can only assume that Albus wanted to be the one to inform your son about the law, as he is the
Headmaster of Hogwarts. I should have made sure that Lord Vane had sent a letter you, or had done it myself
personally. That is my mistake, and I apologize. I suppose Albus must have waited to send the letter. We have
a meeting with all fourth years â€” as well as students who will turn fourteen during the first term of the year
â€” on the second day of term, informing them about the Experience, and answering questions. We had too
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many letters coming in, in recent years, asking us questions, and we never found a way to answer them except
in replies, and that was only to one person. So we decided the volunteers should be able to ask us questions
face-to-face. I am one of those who speak to all the students each year, Lord Potter. If you wish, I could
personally speak to your son and answer any questions he may have regarding participating in the Experience
as a young woman. Questions he might not want to ask when his classmates are there. And your last question?
But she told me you continue to deny her requests to join the Committee. So we now have twelve. We will be
posting offers for applications in the Daily Prophet, and holding interviews starting early next month. If Lady
Longbottom wishes to apply for a position, she can do so. However, there was something he had not told the
Committee. Albus had told Harry in his letter that he had met with the Head of the Committee the day prior
about the law. Lord Montgomery was clearly the head of the Committee. So who was lying? Victor Vane to
Albus, calling himself the Head? Albus, lying about when he met with Vane? Vane, lying to the Committee of
when he met with Albus? There were many possibilities there. Perhaps they were using the dead Vane as a
scapegoat. Vane, after all, had a daughter, not a son. Lord Graves seemed like a suspect, but was he? Or was
he just defensive of a law he voted for? He decided he would investigate this from all angles. He would start
with Albus Dumbledore, since Victor Vane met with him to inform him of the law. How long ago had Vane
discussed the law with him? And if it was since the start of the month, why had Albus delayed sending Harry
the information, and lied in the letter? These were all questions he would ask Albus â€” on top of everything
else he needed to discuss with the man. It would be a hell of a meeting! Thursday, August 28th, â€” This was
just one of the many things she did a couple times a week, as the Director of the Department of Magical Law
Enforcement. She heard a knock on her office door, and it opened. Amelia expected to see her secretary,
Samantha, at the door. Instead a figure in purple robes and hood stepped into the room. She had met a few of
the Unspeakables of the Department of Mysteries, during her time as the Director, so she recognized the attire.
He was, after all, the brother of one of her Allies, Augusta Longbottom. Algie waved his hands around in
complex patterns. When Algie was finished, he sat down in the offered chair. The nightmare, according to
James, was about Voldemort. You apparently seem to know the form Voldemort was in during the dream,
Algie.
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Horatio Alger ( - ) was one of the most influential American authors of the 19th century, who wrote Victor Vane, The
Young Secretary. A prolific author, he wrote more than a hundred books on the same theme: that honesty, cheerfulness,
virtue, thrift, and hard work would be rewarded with success.

Chakrams, Daggers, Electrified Sword, Steel Crossbow, Poisons â€” Every man casts a shadow; not his body
only, but his imperfectly mangled spirit. Ah, new guy, huh? Upon meeting his girlfriend, Sam Fluer, he
became extremely kind. He was friendly toward all. He became a hate-the-world type when she left, but has
since recovered. He is unwaveringly loyal as well as generous to his friends, but if they ever betray him he
will immediately consider them his enemy and will not go easy on them. He is not one to accept threats. He is
rather reckless, and does not care if things are damaged. If he is provoked by a child of Morpheus, he will stop
at nothing to see their blood spilled. While the insanity he was controlled by for a long period of his life is
seemingly gone, it still lies within him, ready to send him over the edge into a murdering frenzy when it
explodes out. This is most evident in his complete disregard for pain when fighting and near-suicidal attack
patterns when drawn into close range. Dale was a wise man, but sought to lose his wisdom for the sake of
normality. Dale met Nyx in an expedition through a cave in the mountain range nearby. She stood near the
entrance, unwilling to leave. When Dale continued with the exploration of the cave, she had approached him
and they conversed. By the end of the week-long expedition through the cave, Dale had attempted to propose.
He was turned down. Seven months later, an all-black blanket was laying in his living room, wrapped around
a young baby. Dale raised the boy, and cared for him well. One day, when the boy was six, he had managed to
get himself trapped in a bear den at the local zoo. The boy, known as Nyxil and named after his mother,
drained the lights of energy and when they were relit the bear was dead. From then on, Dale knew that the boy
was a demigod like he was. He went in to an outrage, often yelling at the boy. Dale had been a demigod, but at
the age of seventeen, he learned that he had titan and god blood, and had his mother, Theia, return him to
mortality. The thought that his son was a "mixed-blooded freak of nature" was too much to bear. Nyxil
decided to run away, and lived in Mount Clyde, in the cave where his father and mother met. Wolves and
bears and other wildlife threatened him, and soon his grandmother, Theia, told him all he needed to know.
This included who he really was, and everything about demigods and monsters. She did this to increase his
ability and gave him five magical chakrams to defend himself with. Nyxil hunted for himself and retrieved
water for himself. One day when out hunting, he met a wolf with a bluish tint in its fur. The strange creature
seemed to glow. It was the only animal he ever met that could outrun him. It would often stand right outside of
his reach, then bolt when he attempted to throw a chakram at it. The boy got frustrated with these repeated
failures, and returned to the city for a day to get a better meal. When he walked by his old house, it was dark
and black. Sections had collapsed, and ashes littered the site. He knew his father must have died in the fire.
The thought did not bother him. A group of demigods had been hiking through the mountains and talking
about some kind of "camp". Nyxil spied on them, thus learning of Camp Half-Blood. He started to wander the
country, hoping to get leads on its location. He carried a camera with him, and documented his travels.
However after a year of traveling, Nyxil found himself back in Colorado. The sight of it all, and how solemn
the town was in comparison to the cities he had seen, drove him into a deep depression and eventually drove
him insane. He became a methamphetamine addict. A few months after entering insanity and depression, his
friend, Graciel, saw him in his cave. She had known him before he started traveling. The sight of her did not
lift either of his cases, but allowed him to kick his drug addiction. She died a week later, in a car accident.
Nyxil witnessed it himself. From then on, he would communicate with her ghost - or perhaps just a
hallucination of her ghost - very frequently. When in Detroit, he saw many monsters attacking a boy with a
sword. He took many down with his sword, swinging as well as shooting lightning blasts from it. Nyxil
stepped in when the monsters fled. The boy was very hurt, with multiple gashes across his stomach and chest.
In his last breath, he said, "You He will take you to camp. Give my sword to a child of Zue.. With that, the boy
handed Nyxil a map of the city, with one point circled. Nyxil took the blade and went to the other demigod, a
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boy named Leon. He was led to camp.
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This is the cast you knew and loved then and now. Anne-Marie Johnson as Rep. Roberta Latham Roberta
Latham was better known by her colleagues as Bobbi and she was a character on the show from season 3 until
season 7. Bobbi was not a main character but she was featured in 17 episodes and during that time, Captain
Harm Rabb develops a romantic interest in her. Before landing the role of Bobbi, Anne-Marie was already a
well-established actress who appeared on the sketch comedy show In Living Color and the thriller film In the
Heat of the Night. She is due to appear in the series Imposters, which is set to air in It turns out that they were
on a sort of date because the pair eventually get romantically involved and got engaged. They eventually call it
off after it is discovered that Meredith cheated on Chegwidden. However, her appearances on these shows
were just for one episode whereas she had a recurring role on JAG. While Hofmann has not had many
recurring appearances on TV, she has appeared in many films such as West End and Burlesque. Her most
recent appearance was in the television film Michael Jackson: They get engaged and we get a cliffhanger
ending of a coin flip, to decide who gets to keep their career. Mattie and Harm have a close, father-daughter
like relationship and he briefly acts as her foster parent. She employs Harm at the crop-dusting company that
she owns and considers him as her father figure since she is estranged from her biological father. Mattie
eventually becomes paralyzed after being involved in a plane accident, with the incident bringing her even
closer to Harm. Hallee Hirsh today Though Hallee Hirsh is only 30 years old, she has quite the list of acting
credits, as she began her career at the age of three. Hirsh is set to appear in the film Chasing the Rain, which is
currently in post-production. The actress is married to fellow actor Ryan Martin and the couple have one child
together. The character had a rough past as she endured a difficult childhood but joined the military in order to
escape to a better life. New Orleans that she is best known for until today. She played the role of Agent
Meredith Brody until she was written out following a two year run on the show. Zoe was married to actor J.
Gillian until they divorced in and the year after, she began playing the role of Kendra Daynes on the show
Designated Survivor. Cynthia Sikes as Dr. Sydney Walden is Admiral A. Well, one of them anyway. Sydney
stands by her son and ends it with Chegwidden. That was the last time we have seen the actress Cynthia on
screen. However, with her time on JAG concluded, Cynthia decided to make a change in her career path and
in she moved on to producing films. Her best-known film as a producer is the newly released Blade Runner
Susan Haskell as Lt. Jordan Parker has a brief love affair Harm Rabb for eight glorious episodes. However,
their fire dies out when Jordan breaks it off when Harm chooses to go back to his true passion, flying. Things
take a dramatic turn for the worst when Jordan is mysteriously killed in the sixth season of the show.
Following her death, the JAG team tries to figure out who was behind the murder and bring them to justice.
After her stint on the soap was over, a rumor began to go around that she was fired from it after the writers no
longer knew what to do with her character. In any case, that was the end of her acting career. Regarding her
personal life, Susan and longtime companion Thorsten Kaye have two children together. Mac becomes a sort
of older and protective sister to the young Chloe, even after she introduces her to her real father. They remain
close for the next three seasons. Mae Whitman today Mae Whitman had been acting long before she arrived
on the set of JAG, and over her long career, she has starred in the film Independence Day, the medical drama
Chicago Hope, and has even appeared on the iconic sitcom, Friends. Before reaching the age of 30, she has
already starred in almost different movies, television series, and productions. She is currently working on the
romance musical film Valley Girl. Mac had a tough childhood, which she channeled as an adult as motivation
to joining the marines. At only 28 years old, portraying the role of Mac shot Catherine Bell into stardom,
which led to many more television shows and feature films. Catherine was also cast in the blockbuster movie
The Good Witch, which moved her career along even further. This one single movie turned into a franchise all
with Catherine Bell at the lead playing the role of Cassie Nightingale. In , the movie was subsequently turned
into a television series and Catherine still stars on the show to this day. Jackson as Rear Admiral A.
Chegwidden has starred on the show JAG from its pilot episode all the way until the ninth season.
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Chegwidden served as the Advocate General of the Navy and is one of the most respected officers. He acted
as a father figure to many of the soldiers under his command. By season nine John had enjoyed the ride but he
was ready to move on. His leaving the show came as a shock to the entire cast and crew; it was hard to see
their friend leave. John also agreed to act as Chegwidden once again on the spin-off series of JAG in He
definitely knows what his strong suit is. Tamlyn Tomita as Lt. Tracy Manetti graced the screen of JAG for
only seven episodes but she definitely made an impression. After a number of crimes perpetrated throughout
Europe are blamed on the U. Navy, Tracy is assigned to the case and joins forces with Harm to get to the
bottom of the seemingly illogical turn of events. Most recently Tamlyn has starred on the young and hip
supernatural show Teen Wolf, and on the drama series the Good doctor. Tamlyn is currently working on the
film The Living Worst, which should hit the big screen sometime in Andrea Parker as Lt. Caitlin Pike was on
the show JAG on its very first episode. Their relationship seemed to be that of friends who on occasion were
intimate with one another, while not developing romantic feelings or entering into a romantic relationship with
one another. In season six the audience cheered as Pike returned to the show, this time in order to file a
complaint against one of her fellow officers. Andrea Parker today Andrea Parker is an incredible actress who
has worked on many movies and television shows including ER as Linda Farrell and on the television series
Pretender as Catherine Parker. Not only is this gorgeous woman a talented actress but she is also trained to be
a stunt driver! It seems that Lt. Gregory Vukovi and Tali have an intimate and shared history together that
begins to unfold on camera. Besides being a talented actress, this Haiti-born beauty also happens to be a
talented figure skater, skating on a national level while living in She decided to leave the world of figure
skating behind for a more lucrative career in Hollywood. All the way from Italy Meta has integrated well into
the Los Angeles life. Her role as Enobaria in The Hunger Games movies is her most high-profile role to date.
Golding has also starred in a few episodes of Criminal Minds, and is currently working on the set of Behind
the Movement, which is set to be released sometime in Turner is a submarine worker before transitioning into
a lawyer. Sturgis and Harm go way back before he joins the JAG team and their friendship grows stronger
both during and after work hours. Their bromance is truly fun to watch, with Harm often making fun of
Sturgis for being a bit too much of a rule follower. Scott Lawrence today Scott Lawrence graced the screen of
JAG for 76 episodes before he moved on to star in other hit television series like dramatic soap opera
Desperate Housewives, suspense series American Horror Story, and additional soapy drama Nashville. Scott
has also starred on the big screen, featuring in the sci-fi Star Trek film Into The Darkness portraying the role
of the U. Vengeance Officer in Most recently, Scott has starred in the television show thriller series Mr.
Mercedes as Pete Dixon. Mac and Clayton had an intense relationship for a while but sadly the two never got
their happy ending. Clayton had to fake his own death for his job in the CIA, which frustrated Mac to no end.
Karri Turner as Lieutenant Harriet Beaumont Sims-Roberts Lieutenant Harriet Beaumont is a southern belle
who comes from old money, and a lot of it, which might be why she was made fun of for enlisting in the army.
The two served together on the Seahawk and when they finally got to work together on JAG, they were also
given the chance to work on their relationship, which quickly blossomed into a romantic relationship. Karri
Turner today Karri Turner is an experienced actress who has been on stage, the big screen and on television
shows since A former member of the famed improvisational comedy troupe the Groundlings, Turner has also
entertained American troops by going on the U. This dramatic episode is an all-time favorite among fans, with
the high ratings to prove it. Daphne Ashbrook today Daphne Ashbrook started her long as an actress at the age
of six. Fact or Fiction, the O. More recently, Daphne has starred in CSI: Patrick Labyorteaux as Bud Roberts
Jr. Considered to be one of the best trial lawyers on the team, Bud is liked by nearly everyone at JAG HQ and
garners a lot of respect from the others. Many opponents underestimate Bud as he comes across as less
intelligent than he actually is; however, this is a smart ploy to lull others into a false sense of security. Tiner is
known for tripping over his words more than once, which adds an element of comedy to the show. More
recently, he played the lead role of Caskie Jones in the low-budget movie Cowboy Drifter in Carrington did
double duty on tis film, as he had also written the script for it!
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Victor Vane, the Young Secretary by Horatio, Jr. Alger (Paperback Book Description Falsely accused of theft, young
Victor leaves home and becomes private secretary to a congressman and travels with him to New York, Washington,
and the West.

As a child, his mother was forced to give him up after his father left, leaving Victor to grow up in an
orphanage. After his mother never returned for him, Victor ran away and vowed to make something of his life.
From the ground up, Victor Newman built his legacy: Victor met his first true love after walking into the strip
club, the Bayou, and setting eyes on Nikki Reed. Although it took Victor a while to admit his true feelings for
"His Diamond In The Rough," the two eventually married a while after the birth of Victoria. Though his love
for Nikki was strong, Victor always had a soft spot for Ashley Abbott. For years the three would find
themselves in love, out of love, threatened by the other, and so on and so forth! After finding out that Nikki
had had an affair with Jack, Victor and Nikki divorced, leaving Ashley and Victor to fall in love. However,
shortly after Ashley became pregnant, Victor and Nikki reconciled, leading Ashley to have an abortion, which
in turn landed her in a mental institution. However, Victor later found out that Leanna had written the book
and that his nemesis Jack Abbott was the mastermind behind it all! He divorced Leanna and vowed to make
Jack pay! This feud with Jack went on for years. When Victor and Nikki planned to remarry, Jack found a way
to make Nikki fall in love with him and he married her out from under Victor! During a series of events,
Victor took a business trip and became the victim of a robbery. Although his family back in Genoa City was
told that Victor was dead, Victor made his way to a farm in Kansas and saved Hope Adams from being raped.
Victor remained on the farm for a short time, found that he liked the simpler things in life and fell in love with
Hope. Although the two had a child, Victor Jr. With Newman back in his hands, and Nikki and Victor finding
themselves in the arms of others, Victor swooped Diane Jenkins out from under Jack Abbott and married her!
Without Diane knowing, Victor deposited a sperm sample, then had a vasectomy. When she found out, Diane
stole his sperm and impregnated herself! Before Nikki and Victor got back for good, Victor found himself at
odds with both of his children and Nikki and Jack - to name a few - over the business dealings in his life. His
next big "Ruthless" deception came during the cosmetic war between Newman and Jabot. Avoiding jail time,
Victor was sentenced to community service, where he built the Market Street Rec Center, ended up paying
Jabot twenty millions dollars and his daughter Victoria moved to Italy to get away from the family drama.
After returning from a trip in which Victor called a spiritual journey, his seizures became more profound and
he finally went through with Gamma Knife Radiosurgery to control his disease. However, before he can focus
on Jack, Victor found himself in quite the predicament. Before a decision could be handed down, the baby had
to be born by c-section. He fell in love and married her, and they conceived a child. Victor fled to Mexico in
search of the mobster that was responsible for the car wreck and went into hiding from his family. Nikki found
out he was in Paris and sent Ashley for him, knowing he would listen to her. Ashley and Victor fell back in
love and returned to Genoa City. Ashley continued to believe she was pregnant after the miscarriage and
Adam tricked her into thinking she gave birth. When the truth came out, Victor led a vigilante mission to
punish Adam, who escaped. While searching for Adam in Canada, Victor met Meggie, who eventually
showed up back in Genoa City and moved in with Victor and Nikki who were newly engaged after his
life-saving heart transplant. Meggie tricked Nikki into falling off the wagon and made it look like Nikki was
sleeping with Deacon Sharpe. Victor dumped Nikki, and Meggie was incarcerated after she tried to drug
Victor and marry him. After Victor caused Victoria to miscarry, she too joined the lawsuit. Eventually Nick
got in on the action and Victor ultimately lost the lawsuit. Victor announced he would take Newman
Enterprises public and married Diane Jenkins for the second time. Victor went to prison for murdering Diane.
He made himself look guilty to cover for Nikki, who was ultimately shown to have killed Diane in
self-defense. Sharon and Nikki developed an intense rivalry over Victor, and when he disappeared without a
trace following a spill off his horse, Sharon took over the ranch and company with the urging of Tucker
McCall. Victor was in L. This resulted in Billy assuming he had died in an explosion on the docks. Soon after,
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Victor discovered that Sharon had sold enough of his Newman shares that the company was vulnerable for
takeover. There was also a glitch with one plan to take down Jack - hiring a prostitute that turned up dead, and
was later found to be the daughter of Congressman Wheeler. At the hospital, Victor listened as Chelsea
screamed at him about how he and Adam both grew up without fathers, but all Victor did was reject Adam.
Before Adam slipped into a coma, he put Sharon in charge of Newman Enterprises. Jack and Victor worked
together and Wheeler was arrested. When Adam woke from his coma, he and Victor ended their war and
decided to work side-by-side at Newman. Victor told his family about their truce and asked his other children,
Vikki, Nick and Abby, to all come back to the business, but they all declined. Vicki eventually decided to
come on board, despite admitting to Victor she hated his never-ending faith in Adam. When Adam wanted
Victor to buy out the Newman shareholders, Victor tried to get all his kids to chip in to kick Adam out. Victor
left for his overdue honeymoon with Nikki to Tuscany but had his assistant Melanie Daniels keep tabs on
Adam for him. Adam figured it out and when Victor returned he fired Melanie. She turned to Adam for help
but accused him of rape when he refused. Adam was arrested until Chelsea convinced Melanie to drop the
charges. He warned Jack to stay away from Summer. When Katherine Chancellor died she left Victor a letter
that reminded him that he owed her for the good things in his life, and to not take Nikki for granted. She also
left Victor her first edition novels. Adam suggested he and Victor take over Chancellor, but Victor refused out
of respect. Victor confronted Jack, who admitted it. They fought and Adam vowed to be a better father than
Victor. Victor let Jack and Adam have Newman Enterprises which immediately began losing clients to
Chancellor. Victor offered to buy Newman and Adam and Jack agreed. He hired Noah and Kyle too, but
watched Kyle closely as he rightly thought he was a mole for Jabot. At a family dinner, Nikki shocked the
family when she announced Dylan McAvoy was her long-lost son. Victor was upset that she had confided in
Paul and not him and warned Dylan to stay away from his family. After Victor caught Noah and Kyle
fighting, he assigned them to the low performing subsidiary, Bonaventure Industries. Noah told Victor that he
thought Kyle was a spy. Victor began to investigate the hit-and-run killing of Delia Abbot and found things
that connected Adam to the crime. He confronted Adam who admitted he never saw Delia after swerving to
avoid a dog. Victor offered his silence for access to his grandson Connor. Victor removed Adam from his will
and put Connor in. Adam gave legal guardianship to Jack if anything happened to him. Victor hired a girl who
looked like Cassie to scare Sharon in an effort to keep her from Nick. She learned Sharon was keeping a secret
from Nick and reported the news to Victor. Victor threatened to expose Adam when he announced he was
moving to Paris. Adam decided to go to the police but was confronted by Billy before he could go. He vowed
to be there for her and Connor. Jack exposed the fact the Victor knew who killed Delia but had kept it secret to
hold over Adam to Nikki and Victoria. After it was learned there was a car crash and it appeared Adam was
killed, Victor invited Chelsea and Connor to live at the ranch, but Sharon and Jack reminded her Adam would
not approve. At the hospital, Victoria argued with Victor about what he knew and wanted him out of her life
for good. After Chloe kidnapped Connor and took him to Paris, Victor helped Chelsea get him back on his
private jet.
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Victor Vane, The Young Secretary: Porter & Coates: Adrift in the City; or, Oliver Conrad's Plucky Fight. Stitt Publishing
Company:

The Alger code does not seem to have much in common with those individuals labeled "Horatio Alger success
stories. How did Horatio Alger, Jr. Early in , Horatio Alger, Jr. Other members of the board supported Alger.
In the absence of specific allegations, they felt the contract should be renewed. The board delayed the decision
for a week and launched an investigation of their minister. When the boy entered his room, Alger allegedly
locked the door and molested the boy. The ensuing investigation named a second boy aged 15 as being
involved with Alger. The report of the committee implies there may have been other boys involved. Alger did
not reply specifically to the charges. Rather he admitted to acting "imprudently. Rather they mention
"unnatural familiarity with boys. Subsequent to leaving Brewster, Alger continued to publish in youth journals
affiliated with the church. Allen, a church elder familiar with the Brewster incident, replied that Alger was
entitled to earn a living. Scholars did not unearth evidence of the Brewster incident until more than one
hundred years later. Apparently, the records of the local church in Brewster and the Unitarian Convention
were incomplete on this point. This is to be expected since the mater did not proceed to a formal hearing. Part
of the Horatio Alger formula is that the hero is falsely accused and loses his job because of manufactured
evidence. The Horatio Alger hero leaves quietly without responding to the charges. Later events exonerate the
hero. This element of the formula dates from before the time of the Brewster episode. Shortly after the
Brewster incident, Alger wrote a poem "Friar Anselmo" whose subject had committed some significant sin
and devoted the rest of his life to good works as atonement. The friar achieves some sort of peace, realizing
the world will be a better place if he continues to live and continues his ministry. For Alger, writing for boys
was his ministry. What authors have updated or parodied the Horatio Alger formula story? Theodore Dreiser
frequently parodies Alger. Its hero is Frank Algernon Cowperwood. Gatsby is the antithesis of the typical
Alger hero. The stories are sex comedies in the Horatio Alger style. Horatio Alger gone mad on drugs in Las
Vegas. What is the Horatio Alger Society? Many collect other juvenile series as well as Horatio Alger. The
Newsboy is the official newsletter of the Horatio Alger Society. It is published bi-montly six issues per
yearThe Horatio Alger Society has its own web site: Two of the juvenile novels had female protagonists:
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He was knighted by James I on 3 March In Sir David Foulis sold him the post of cofferer to the Prince of
Wales , and he continued to hold this office after Charles had become king. In about he became Comptroller of
the Household in place of John, first baron Savile. Finally, in September he was made Treasurer of the
Household. In , Vane was elected Member of Parliament for Lostwithiel. He was elected MP for Carlisle in ,
and was re-elected in , and But being of a stirring and boisterous disposition, very industrious and very bold,
he still wrought himself into some employment. On 20 November he was appointed one of the commissioners
of the admiralty. In May he entertained the king at Raby. In he was granted the wardenship of all forests and
chases within the dominion of Barnard Castle, and in the following year the custody of Teesdale Forest and
Manwood Chase. When the disturbances began in Scotland he was appointed one of the eight privy
councillors to whom Scottish affairs were entrusted, and was one of the peace party in that committee. On 3
February the king, to the general surprise, appointed Vane secretary of state in place of Sir John Coke. Vane
had been for some time on apparently friendly terms with Strafford, but the mismanagement of the war against
the Scots, and differences as to the policy to be pursued towards them in the future, caused a breach. Vane,
and an honour he made an account should belong to him too. On 4 May he informed the house that the king
was willing to surrender ship-money , adding that his master would not be satisfied with less than twelve
subsidies in return. Another contemporary rumour was that Vane brought about the dissolution in order to
save himself from prosecution as a monopolist. The king did not regard Vane as going beyond his orders, and
continued to employ him as secretary. Throughout the second Scottish war Vane was with the king, and his
letters show that he was full of confidence even after the defeat at the Battle of Newburn. Vane took part as an
assistant in the debates of the great council and in the negotiations with the Scots at Ripon. He was re-elected
MP for Wilton in November for the Long Parliament where he was fortunate enough to escape attack. He
asserted positively that Strafford had advised an offensive war with Scotland, telling the king, "You have an
army in Ireland; you may employ it to reduce this kingdom. Other privy councillors present could not
remember the words, but Vane persisted in his statement, relying doubtless on the notes of the discussion
which he had taken at the time. Vane owned the notes, but refused further explanations, and expressed great
wrath with his son. He commented "God send us now a happy end of our troubles and a good peace" on the
passing of the bill. He was even appointed one of the five commissioners of the treasury when William Juxon
resigned in May Although his post as treasurer of the household had already been promised to Thomas,
second baron Savile afterwards Earl of Sussex , he was confident that he should keep both it and the
secretaryship. But as soon as Charles returned to London he gave the treasurership to Savile, and a few days
later dismissed Vane from the secretaryship and all other posts at court November It was remarked at the time
that Vane had "the very ill luck to be neither loved nor pitied of any man," and the king was convinced of his
treachery. Two months later, when the militia bill was drawn up, parliament nominated Vane as lord
lieutenant of Durham 10 February When the civil war broke out, Durham, which was predominantly royalist
in feeling, fell at once under the control of the Royalists, and Vane exercised no real authority there till after
its reconquest at the end of John Lilburne who was bitterly hostile to all the Vanes because Sir Henry had
been one of his judges, accused him of causing the loss of Durham by negligence and treachery, but the charge
met with no belief from parliament. In April he was employed as one of its representatives with the Scottish
auxiliary army. At the Treaty of Uxbridge Parliament asked the king to make Vane a baron, his favour with
the parliament is shown by the ordinances for the payment of his losses during the war. These losses were very
considerable, as Raby was three times occupied by the Royalists, and after its recapture became a
parliamentary garrison. Portraits of Vane and his wife were painted by Van Dyck. He was parliamentary High
Sheriff of Durham in September , and apparently treasurer of the committee for the county. Many of his letters
to his father on the affairs of the county are printed in the calendar of domestic state papers. Charles, the fourth
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son, matriculated at Magdalen College, Oxford , on 17 March Vane was colonel of a Regiment of Foot in the
English service in , and on 12 August was appointed colonel of what was known as the Holland regiment. He
was killed serving under the Prince of Orange at the Battle of Seneffe in August , and was buried at the Hague.
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He was very protective of Julia, his young, beautiful wife, and kept her secluded at the ranch with their
houseman, Charlie. Victor was so consumed by his work, he was barely there himself. Julia met and became
friends with Brock Reynolds. Victor got jealous and had a one-night stand with his secretary, Eve Howard , in
retaliation. Julia admitted she was falling in love with Brock, but they were not lovers, and she agreed to break
if off if Victor would commit completely to their marriage. But Victor was not convinced and turned to Lorie
Brooks for attention. Thinking it would convince Victor of her love for him, Julia told him that she wanted to
have a baby. Victor responded by having a vasectomy without telling her. When offered a job modeling for
photographer Michael Scott at his studio, Julia jumped at the chance. Michael admired the dark-haired beauty,
and they became close friends. While Victor was out of town, Eve suddenly resurfaced. Eve let Julia know
that she was there to get Victor back. Julia was immediately overwhelmed with shame. Her friendship with
Brock had remained strictly platonic. But now that she had slept with Michael, Julia had actually cheated on
Victor for the first time. When Julia began talking about her friend, Michael, Victor became jealous and began
following them and taping their conversations. Then Julia turned up pregnant. Victor had outfitted it with
cameras so he could observe and torture Michael by making him watch Victor and Julia making love in their
bedroom above. Victor fed Michael sparingly, and taunted him often. Dinner once even turned out to be a
dead rat. Victor hired Paul Williams to feed Michael when he was out of town, and explained to Paul that
Michael was a retarded relative who was not allowed out because he was violent and delusional. Eventually,
Julia discovered that Michael was being held hostage. She and Paul freed him. When Victor intervened, they
had a struggle and Julia tumbled down a flight of stairs. Soon after, Julia and Michael both left town, but not
together. She told Julia that she was involved with a wealthy count, Max Siebalt. Eve went to Genoa City to
be sure that Victor was going to continue to provide for her son, Charles Howard , and learned that Victor had
put him in his will. Eve convinced Victor to hire her back as his personal assistant, and for a while, everything
seemed fine. Julia overheard part of their plan on the phone and warned Victor that he was in danger, but it
was too late. An antidote was found and Victor survived. Julia proved that Eve was involved by having the
poison analyzed. Victor realized that Eve had tried to poison him so that her son, Charles, could inherit half
his wealth. With the help of Julia and his friend, Douglas Austin , Victor began a scheme to trap Eve into
confessing, and even proposed to her which the greedy Eve quickly accepted. Max, sensing that she was
losing her grip on reality, quickly married her, since it appeared that Victor had left his estate to Eve. When
Julia confided to Eve that she thought Victor was murdered, and that she wanted to exhume his body for an
autopsy, Eve sent Max to the graveyard to dig up the corpse. At the cemetery, Max was so shocked to see
Victor alive that he fell against a pitchfork and died. Eve tried to stab Victor and was committed to a
sanitarium. Diane, who was sleeping with Jack to get the top spot at Jabot, was insanely jealous when Julia
was named top model, so she arranged for a very pregnant Patty Williams to walk in on Jack and Diane having
sex at Jabot. In , Julia had an affair with Eric Garrison and had his child, Jamie, but he did not know. In , Julia
left town. Julia was happy and surprised to see him. He told her that she looked wonderful and that he knew
about the takeover bid, then he offered to help. She asked about his kids and his love life and was pleased that
he was back with Nikki Newman , whom she liked. Julia told him about her daughter, Jamie, who was in
college. Julia thanked Victor for saving the company that meant so much to her. After a few more
reminiscences, Victor asked her what she thought of their time together when she looked back. She said that
he was domineering and always in control of any relationship that he entered. They hugged and even kissed
then said goodbye. She seemed sad to see him leave. Max tracked down Leanna Love. Nikki saw the show
and was upset that Victor had visited both Ramona and Julia without telling her. Nikki was also reluctant to
try again, and said she would give him an answer when she returned to town in two weeks. Max went to
Victor and let him know that he was courting Nikki for revenge. They convinced Leanna to do a retraction of
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the story. Then Lorie showed up in town looking for Max to sign their divorce papers. Lorie went to see
Victor while she was in town, which resulted in Nikki warning her to stay away from him. They exchanged
barbs about the past and Nikki accused Lorie of working with Leanna. Still they enacted their plan with Lorie
inviting Victor to her hotel room with a sexy note signed by Nikki. Lorie and Victor reminisced, and he ended
up apologizing to her for the way he treated her. Nikki and Victor both realized it was a setup. Nikki walked
out, leaving Victor there to threaten them both. After Victor left, Max and Lorie fought, and Lorie felt
ashamed that she ruined her relationship with Victor for nothing.
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Plot[ edit ] Impastor follows Buddy Dobbs Michael Rosenbaum , a fugitive and hard-core gambling addict
who, in order to hide from a pair of loan sharks , ends up stealing the identity of a recently deceased gay
Lutheran pastor who was relocating to Ladner, a small-town community outside of Portland, Oregon. He
hopes to keep up the ruse long enough to make the money necessary to flee Ladner, but he is inspired to stay
after helping a mother and rebellious son as well as seeing how the townspeople get along peacefully. Over the
series, Buddy tries to keep his true life from converging with his false life as various people from his past, plus
two detectives who think he killed the pastor, come to town. Main cast[ edit ] Michael Rosenbaum as Buddy
Dobbs, a slacker and gambling addict who fakes his own death and is posing as gay Lutheran pastor Jonathan
Barlow to hide from loan sharks. Upon assuming this identity, Buddy asks the citizens of Ladner to informally
address him as "Buddy," lying and stating that it is a nickname. She hides her feelings, choosing to acquiesce
to others, saying of herself, "My face says nothing about my feelings. Dora and Russell Kerry are former high
school classmates. He finds his marriage to his long-time wife has become "bland" and wishes to pursue a
relationship with Ashlee, whom he finds out is a prostitute at the start of the second season. Mircea Monroe as
Alexa Cummings, the beautiful and highly intelligent treasurer of Trinity Lutheran and owner of a local
fashion boutique. Over the series, is revealed that she was born Christina Burke. She was a teenaged runaway
in Boston who hooked up with hardened criminal Kenny, inadvertently assisting him in a bank robbery twelve
years earlier. She got a fresh start by changing her name from Christina Burke, married Kurt, an abusive
alcoholic, whom she fled from four years before the series. She moves to Ladner for another fresh start, where
she later murders a man, starts having sex with her pastor, then murders another man. She believes he
committed suicide. Though she admits at his memorial service that she loves Buddy, she believes that the pair
are still not right for one another. They are unsuccessful in their dealings with Leeane; Lovello is more
interested in flirting, and Hyde is tactless and unskilled as he is an officer through nepotism. Kenny was
arrested and served twelve years in prison before receiving parole. He hoped Alexa would wait for him and
feels betrayed she has not. Colin Lawrence as Damien, the loan shark from whom Buddy is trying to hide. He
is shot and killed in the season 2 episode "Guardian Angel". He is released from prison in season 2 and tracks
down Alexa for the stolen money. He is shot and killed by Jasmine after being set up by Buddy in the season 2
episode "Sins of the Past-or Part 2". Adrian Holmes as Federal Agent Landecker.
Chapter 9 : Henry Vane the Elder - Wikipedia
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Porter & Coates.
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